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1. Introductory QCD

The main concern of these lectures is in trying to

elucidate the origin of a class of large QCD perturbative

corrections (1) and explain how to deal with them to all

orders . They come essentially from the phase space

regions close to the kinematical boundary of a hard pro-

cess, in which one or many gluons become soft. Then

doubly logarithmic corrections due to both collinear and

soft singularities come into play and must be resummed to

get a meaningful answer.

The quantities being considered here are parton

densities at the kinematical boundary (x-*1) t 3' 4 ), the

Drell-Yan process , semi-inclusive and exclusive form

factors* ' on one side/ and the jet multiplicity be-

havior ' on the other, including some new suggestions

on higher order effects. The soft gluon techniques ' and

the main results are presented in lectures 3 and 4. In

lectures 1 and 2 I give a short {and incomplete) review '

of the standard theory of scaling violations. Together

(9)with Furmanski'a ' lectures on the factorization of mass

singularities' ' they are meant to Introduce concepts and

techniques to be used afterwards.

To start from the beginning, let me write the QCD

Lagranglan
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where f ~ •i, ••• , Hf. is a flavor index summed over,

P - 3 -1*q A* is the covariant derivative expressed in

terms of the 3 X 3 matrix potentials A = t*A^ * t-.Arand F =

are the gauge fields.

The quark fields q* = u;, d;, C;tyt'-- £1*1,*,*)
 are

triplets of SU3(color) and interact with gluons Ap in

the adjoint representation. The need for colored quarks

first appeared in order to reconcile their Fermi statis-

tics with the fact that baryons belong to a 56 of SU(6)

which is both spin and isospin symmetric. For S-waves,

this implies a color singlet, antisymmetric wave function

This very fact, together with the spin 1 nature of the

gluon, makes it qualitatively possible to have attractive

color forces for both q q^ (mesons) and qqq singlets

(baryons) and repulsive ones for diquarks qq and other

non singlet states.

Since the fundamental hypothesis of QCD is that

colored states cannot be seen, further evidence for color

comes from dynamical calculations which are sensitive to

the number of quarks. For instance, the success of the

PCAC calculation of the ITO -»• 2"^ decay rate (color

factor N c ) , and the very fact that the standard theory

SU3 y SU2 3< U(1) is anomaly free depend on being

The number of colors also occurs in deep inelastic

cress sections (Sec. 2 ) . For instance the factor of 3 in

fc =

makes it essentially consistent with data. Instead, in

the Drell-Yan process, the color factor is -~ , which

happens not to help in matching the parton model normal-

ization to the data. However, large QCD corrections occur

in this case, which can probably be resummed by yield-

ing an additional factor of 2 + 3 in front of the parton

model result.

The presence in (1) of the kinetic term for the

gluonic field in the Yang-Mills form

( A r x A* sf-*«A for f»i.t V
 A' ) ^

makes QCD gauge invariant under SU^(color) transform-

ations

c(* Uy f U = )

N c = 3. Therefore, gluonic interactions are added in a prescribed
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way in terms of the single coupling constant g. As we

shall see, this implies asymptotic freedom, a most im-

portant and surprising property, and should also imply

confinement.

The interaction lagrangian derived from (1) is

*V -¥"

it****)

and contains therefore both cubic and quartic interactions

(Fig.1).

Since QCD, as all gauge invariant theories, has re-

dundant degrees of freedom one has to choose a gauge

condition in order to fix the solution of the equations of

motion and implement quantization. In the following we

shall mostly use physical gauges, defined by the condition

n-A <= 0, where w_ is a fixed vector, timelike (n >0) ,
2 2

spacelike (n •£0), or lightlike (n =0). These gauges have

the advantage of being free of ghosts ' so that no

additional vertices are needed. Moreover, they allow a

simple diagrammatic interpretation of jet physics' ' .

For example, by inserting the temporal gauge con-

dition A o = 0 in the equations of motion one obtains the

-5-

gluon propagator

(s)

9

supplemented by the cpndition that the Gauss' law T>̂  A^= O

should hold at some initial time. In general, one can add

to Eq.(i) a gauge-fixing lagrangian

p _ L (*> *•*)

which also is ghost-free , with the propagator

Note that since fly,,*} « (\ all gauges of this

class share the property of propagating only physical

transverse degrees of freedom for q =0 (on shell) . Note

also that f*O corresponds-to the n-A = 0 gauge and that

for n^=Q (light-cone gauge) only the first two terms in

(61) are left.

An intuitive explanation for the absence of ghosts Is

the following: the ghost lagrangian comes from a Jacobian
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that one has to compute when integrating over the fields
u

with some constraint, say A/ fi-0 . It is clear that if

the integration measure is trivial for the unconstrained

fields, so it will be when fixing a particular component M

implying no Jacobian and therefore no ghost. Technically,

the ghost lagrangian is ~ f IYf [V^T ] and if Ny. ~ *r

does not contain derivatives this reduces to d> M •)) if ,

thus decoupling from the gluon field.

An important consequence is that naive Ward iden-

tities (without ghost contributions) are valid in physical

gauges. For instance, if C ^l > ̂ '6 ) denote

the quark (gluon) wave function and vertex renormalization

constants, one has

Zt, = Z 2

so that

4TT * ' I V -

as in QED. The price one has to pay is the lack of ma-

nifest Lorentz invariance, so that the structure of vertex

and propagators covariants and respective counterterms is

more clumsy. Moreover, the spurious gauge poles ~

(p-1,2) affect the loop integration and need to be

-7-
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regularized. The principal value prescription

'is widely used1"'. Since however different regulari-

zations differ by S(*j-*>") terras, all of them should give

the same result for gauge invariant quantities. The

Jfa-n) terms correspond in fact to the residual gauge

invariance of the A-n •* 0 gauge.

From this sketchy introduction it appears that QCD in

a physical gauge is very much similar to QED, except for

the fact that gluons themselves carry color charges and

therefore interact in a well prescribed way. One may

wondel then why QCD is asymptotically free. Roughly

speaking, this means that the effective color charge of a

quark, say, in vacuum, tends to zero if one measures it at

very small distances (large momentum transfers). There-

fore the bare color charge should be smaller than the

physical one. Just the opposite happens in QED, because

the bare electric charge is screened by the vacuum

polarization charges.

Consider in fact the photon propagator

TV „ %"> I



P — t r i . e s t h e

as i n F i g . 2. T h e

constant is therefore

because, by analyticity

ftM- f±

and, by unitarity Ivw 11 (sO " S ^ l V - ) > ° •

In QCD, on the other hand, it must happen that gluon

self interactions evade this general argument and make Z >i

How this change of sign arises- is best seen in the

Coulomb gauge '1 , for the second order corrections to

the instantaneous Coulomb interaction. By setting 3;A i — O

the equation of motion for the scalar potential becomes '*'

We see therefore that, in addition to the polarization

charges coming from qq and gg (transverse) pairs,

there is an additional contribution due to the interaction

of the f\ g current with the transverse field. One can

(*)

Ghosts decouple from the Ao field and do not contribute
to 2nd order.

treat this one separately as a modification of the Green's

function, by considering the operator

By then talcing the vacura-expectation value, the 2nd term

vanishes but the 3rd term gives rise to a second order in-

teraction potential which due to hermiticity of XL , has

necessarily a relative plus sign with respect to the bare

term. Otherwise stated, this term increases the bare char-

ge and gives rise to the unconventional QCD effect. On

the other hand the qq and trasverse gg sources in (12)

contribute in second order perturbation theory and give

rise to a relative minus sign as any 2nd order energy

shift (the conventional effect).

To be more precise, one has to consider the three

diagrams in Fig. 3, which can be treated by any gauge in-

variant regular!zation technique and contribute to 2^

as follow: f _(Vf /6rr (a)

where pi is the renormalization point (in the massless theory)

Note "that, from the diagrammatic point of view,; the (C)
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term evades the dispersive argument given above because

it is purely real (it comes from an instantaneous interac-

tion and does not correspond to a physical cross section).

It then happens that the scalar current attraction of

this last term wins for Nf < £j/l and QCD is asymptoti-

cally free. In fact, since according to (8) 0ti is mul-

fciplicatively renormalizable, it follows that

0*)

is cut-off independent when expressed in terms of the

renormalized coupling constant ds (f*3') • On t n e other

hand, by (14) we have

ft = -b*,+... ; U ^ n

so that, by (15),

and therefore

which vanishes logarithmically for A

(14')

I n the

-11-

final step we have expressed the q dependence in terms

of the constant of motion of (16), i.e.

t- . f I _ (it")

which is the basic scale of QCD.

2. Lowest order anomalous dimensions and soft gluons

In the following we shall consider hard processes

like

X ;

which involve an e.m. (or weak) off shell current y

( (H » W h J and one or several hadrons in the final or

initial state.Classes a)b)c) refer to e+e_ annihilation,

deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and Drell-Yan processes

respectively.

In order to apply QCD to such processes one has first

to reduce them to partonic processes (initial or final

quarks and gluons) and then apply asymptotic freedom to

compute perturbative corrections to the parton model. This

is systematically done either by the operator product

-12-
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(14)

expansion (possibly extended by the cut vertex forma-

lism to processes which are not light-cone dominated)

or by the mass singularity method (see Furmanski's lect-

ures) . Here I will just illustrate the OPE method in the

simplest cases (e e and DIS total cross sections).

Let me recall first that, to first order in oC the

above processes are related by unitarity to forward matrix

elements of the product of two e.m. currents J..(y)- More

r
precisely,

for e+e_ annihilation into hadrons, and

for DIS (Fig. 4) , where ^ = I Tr (*' fr X fy J ,

By the stationary phase argument Q-<Q - Ob) it

follows that (IS) is dominated by short distances (<Ju- °(k))

and (18') by the light-cone T M ^ o(kt)) in the Bjorken li-

mit where is kept fixed.

An important ingredient in the argument is the replace-

ment of the J J products with causal commutators in (13)

-13-

Therefore, one can use Wilson's OPE for i£ •+ Q to eva-

luate the large Q behaviour. In order to recall the

main points let me write the OPE in the scalar case

" L*%)ir,

where the «j •* 0 singularity (given by the C-nureber

coefficient c") is factorized from the matrix elements of

the operator 0 . In the DIS case, by defining

(zo)
'«/

9 terms,

it is straightforward to obtain that

and (181) which is possible because the crossed processes

with Y in the final state are not kinematically allowed

in these cases. By using, e.g., the p cm. frame in (18')

one has Q = (v,o,v + Mx) and therefore yo-Yi~~ Yo - 0 ( j ^ '

and 0_^y2 < yj - y, ~ -ry • This conclusion cannot be general-

ized to other processes either because y* < 0 is allowed

(D-Y) or because the unitarity sum is constrained (inclusive

cross sections).

- l i t -



The most naive use of (19) in (21) is based on dimen-

sional analysis. If d , d are the dimensions (in power

of mass) of the operators J and 0 , the Wilson coefficient

c" in (19) has dimension 2d - dfl + n and therefore, by

(20) ( C* («*} = (ta\) T"*TK''1 where T H = d*-*

is the "twist" of On- For <&j = "b it follows that

twist 2 operators give rise to the Bjorken scaling of

structure functions, i.e., the moments M^ in (21) are

Q -Independent. Higher twist operators contribute inverse

power corrections and are asymptotically negligible.

This simple picture is only valid for superrenormali-

zable field theories where the free field dimensions are

left unchanged by radiative corrections. For instance

a scalar current j(x) = ,' 41 £x); C ° ^ = 1 ) admits in \$

theory the OPE naively obtained from Wick's Theorem for

free fields:

where A f(* ) /» — — is the Feynman prooagator for a massles

scalar. This result corresponds for the e.m. current

$(") ̂ f- ^i") (A* ~^ t o t h e three diagrams in Fig. 5.

Diagram (a)f corresponding to the unit operator in (19), con-

-15-

tributes to e+e_ annihilation a coefficient function ~(i£l

and therefore S^ (.<!•*-).» <* f<k*" in (18). Diagram (b) is

the parton model result for DIS and corresponds to the

twist 2 operators $ Jr,..- ĉ,,,̂  giving rise to Bjorken

scaling. Diagram (c) is an higher twist contribution.

Physically, these parton model results of the > £ theory

arise because the partonic transverse momentum is li-

mited {<|»*> - ^* ) by the intrinsic scale X • and ver-

tex corrections are therefore finite.

On the other hand, in any renormalizable theory (with

dimensionless coupling constant) the partPning transverse

has divergent radiative corrections. Since the l.h.s. of

(19) is related to a physical cross section, which is fini-

te, there must be divergences in the Wilson coefficient

as well, which cancel the previous ones. In order to have

a predictive scheme one must introduce a cut-off A and

factorize its dependence, by renormalizability. Eventual-

ly the cut-off dependence disappears, but the intermediate

appearance of this new scale A implies that the renorma-

lized Wilson coefficient does not obey naive dimensional

counting and therefore gives rise to scaling violations.

In order to see how this works, let us define the 0^

renormalization constant

-16-



* / It*

where m denotes a physical mass, u the renormalization

point and at (f») the renormalized coupling. Correspondin-

gly, the Wilson coefficient must be renormalized

in such a way that .(21) still holds for the renormalized

quantities:

Since the cut off dependence is factorized in (23)

(multiplicative renormalizability) it follows that the

ratio Z2/Z1 for two different renormalization points is

cut-off independent when expressed in terms of d (f*{) ,

and so is the logarithmic derivative t> & « Z /dfc>a «*

Therefore, by defining the anomalous dimension

one can compute the renormalization point dependence of

C through equation (231), i.e.

CM (.ft' {ttJJ

-17-

Finally, since «d is given by Eq. (15), this result

gives the Q dependence itself by setting = 6? :

where ? / = )

j

For theories with screening (like QED or "X <p ) in

which *C ft?*]) Increases with Q2, the renormalization

group result (26*) is predictive only if there is a non

trivial fixed point et. , such that <*£#*)-» ol for £?

In such case (261) gives rise to power like scaling viola-

tions w (3j •• ' thus justifying the name of anomalous

dimension for Y^

For QCD, ofs ((?*) decreases logarithmically with Q ,

according to (16*>• Therefore the exponent in (26') is of

log log type and one has logarithmic scaling violations.

By replacing the first order expansion of (25) in (26')

and (24) we get

/ = ^ t 2«g \) i s t h e running coupling
Z. ' o

constant, /\ is the QCD scale defined in (16"), and Q

is any intermediate mass for which rf4 Co?,
1) is small

enough to apply perturbation theory.

The content of (27) is that the Q dependence of the

moments is calculable and factorized from the mass dependen-



c«, while.the absolute normalization is not. The

- • 2

rization of the mass from the Q dependence already ap-

parent in (24) and implicit in (19) is a consequence of

multiplicative renormalizability in this approach. Con-

versely by establishing the factorization of mass singula-

rities present for QB -» O and using the renormalization

group one can evaluate the Q dependence of VL^. Note

that, while the anomalous dimension J^ is perturbatively

calculable according to (25), the renormalization constant

Zj, contains powers of large logarithms (jX. s -to^ 'Vp1 J

which are resununed by the renormalization group equations.

For practical applications of (27) one has to calcula-

te the anomalous dimensions of twist 2 operators in QCD.

They involve the minimum number of partons which can couple

to )f y (either qq or gg) and must be gauge invariant.

Therefore they are of type

Yr-
If)oN

where denotes the covariant derivative in the

fundamental (adjoint) representation.

Typical diagrams renormalizing O ( f t and 0 g are

given in Fig. 6.

Due to the existence of transition diagrams connecting

q to g the renormalization constant Z N is a matrix,

which is diagonaiized either by taking the valence quark

channel (q - q) or by a proper combination of sea quarks

(q + q) and gluons. Let us consider the valence case

first, and let us choose - for later use - the light-cone

gange A -*i » O with n 2 = 0 and " 0 .

It is convenient to contract the operator
ff)

with p; because the A -field in P disappears and one

is left with the operator fij / (n.'i ) w"'a to which only

diagrams (a) and (b) contribute. For diagram (a) one has

therefore

By using the Sudakov parametrization K-'K^^r-
with x

the pole
F

2
, the k integration can be performed at

« -^ -4
provided o i t i l . The Dirac algebra is easily done by

using the identity

-19- -20-



and yields the spin numerator

l-ac y*t

where only the first term contributes to the divergent part

due to the ltx factor. Therefore, by putting all terras

together, we get

V'l
iz. x

This result is strictly speaking divergent because

of the l/(l-x) singularity which is of infrared origin,

as we shall see. However, diagram(b) has a similar diver-

gence with opposite sign and no momentum rescaling (i.e.,

without the z factor) which cancels the one in (30).

To sum up we have

Kote that b1 = 0 because of charge conservation and

\0f, <f 0 otherwise with t^ £r - ̂  & ^ ^ becoming large

and negative for */-»*>. This is the reminder of the -7

singularity and comes ftut because M-» w corresponds to

/ in which case the real emission diagram (a) is

-21-

suppressed and the virtual terms (b) dominate. Therefore,

scaling violations enhance the small x region at the

expense of the X.Z 4. region. But the precise evaluation

of this suppression needs more terms in the perturbative

expansion of y v when * s ^ w = 0(j) .

This problem of large corrections to y w for 3t-»-i

is present also in the sea case, and for 5t-» O as well.

Both singularities aie due to soft gluon contributions,

either emitted (*•** ') ° r looked at (jc •* O) . In order

to see this let me note that in a physical gauge the eikonal

approximation for soft emission is valid for both quarks

and gluons. In other words, soft gluofts are emitted off

a fast par ton of momentum t»i, with a vertex 2|>-£ ,

as forspinless particles. This follows from the identi-

ties

L*<)

valid in any physical gauge - A -Vi - O .

Therefore, soft emission in a hard scattering from

p to p' of quarks and gluons has to lowest order the

same structure as in QED, except for the color factors.

By using * = -1 . and t>.a = _ variables, the emission

-22-



probability reads

IT
11 = ^ ] (32)

where C = (C_,N,,) for i = (q,g) , and I have chosen a

gauge vector M^ tv Jj' . From (32) one reproduces the

singular part of V in 30' by setting z = 1 - x

where x = r̂ j is the momentum fraction of the emitting

quark, h similar result, with Cc-» "c holds for Y* ,

the flavor singlet anomalous dimension when W -» °o .

For X.-» O on the other hand, one must distinguish bet-

ween the timelike (e e ) and spacelike (DIS) case. For

e+e T. »e+e_, T.

soft gluon looked at, and we get

t

s x is the fraction of momentum of the

If- *
At «s s e ̂ W-l

IT 0 *• TT W-l

Therefore, the soft singularity appears in this case

as a pole in Y^, . A similar result holds for DIS, due

to the first order Gribov-Lipatov relation, but the soft

gluon is now exchanged and is related to the Regge region.

No wonder that the anomalous dimension concept is in

trouble here, because soft physics comes into play. But,

for e e flu — J ^x * ? t'O measures

the inclusive distribution p(x) for y -» (J (x) + .X

so that M is just the gluon multiplicity in the final

-23-

state. If a lower cut off Q in the gluon mass is intro-

duced, it is clear that such multiplicity must be finite,

by energy conservation. This suggest that the lowest order

result (33) is somewhat misleading, and must be strongly

modified by higher orders. We shall see how in the follo-

wing.

3. Large H resummation and scale of **•*

I have previously argued that for •sz -* O/i. soft

gluons contribute large perturbative corrections to DIS

or e
+s_ annihilation. The existence of large corrections

to the parton model was first realized by various authors

in the D-Y process. By comparing T - moments with x -

moments they found

where I have isolated the large coefficients (log N)

(soft gluons) and îr (analytic continuation) which are

now believed to be understood to all orders '

To be specific, I will now concentrate on the treatment

of higher order QCD corrections to parton densities as

defined by the diagram in Fig. 7 in the light-cone gauge

*> I*. »* l> j* . The advantage of such gauge is that it

depresses gluon emission off f> y • because fiy <*(„, t<0 - ° •



Therefore such parton densities differ from the full F

structure functions of DIS (e e ) only by terms which are

not singular for large N , as specified below.

It is convenient to define an effective anomalous

dimension

. where the lowest order term (coming from ladder dia-

grams(1°'11) is

and P (x) are the Altarelli-Parisi parton emission

probabilities ( ̂  = Cf 115. ) x J . The 2nd order correc-

tions have been calculated by several groups

the regions of interest to us they yield:

(18)
and in

N'l
- 2

where the dots stand for less singular terms to the given

order of a
s K N, say) or for higher order terms.

(Contributions from gluons emitted off the p' leg belong

to this class in the p'-gauge, and are no longer consider-

ed here). Note that keeping the leading singularities (for

•w

each order) in
is much more than just a leading

log approximation for DN and resunis a large class of

subleading logs.

We shall first consider in this section the large N

case. It is important to note that in 36a) the leading

term to order *s vanishes for b -* 0 (frozen U& ) and

must therefore be interpreted as a coefficient effect,

rather than a true anomalous dimension contribution. In

fact, by integrating Eg.(36a) we get

where the last factor is the one expected from the result

(34) in the D.Y. process. This suggests that the singular

terms come from a change of scale in the argument of d^

rather that higher order irreducible diagrams. It is easy

to argue that some change of scale must be present. In

fact ladder diagrams in a physical gauge {Fig. 8) involve

oi$(•)*) where the gluonic mass q is bounded for a given

fraction of momentum z, by z « & * u? -

Therefore, one expects that the ladder diagrams'

equation should be written as

»aT . -•>'»*

-25-
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rather than simply as in (351)- By expanding

we can see that Eq (38) yields correctly the second term

in (36a) and predicts higher order terms as well which

all vanish in the b = 0 limit.

We shall show in the following that Eq (38) resums

in fact all leading log N singularities in (36a). Even

if the kinematical'effect (38') is transparent, it is not

trivial to show that singular contributions to Y|j from

higher order irreducible diagrams are non leading. In

order to illustrate this point, consider the two photon

emission in QED (Fig. 9). A simple computation in the

soft limit gives

from diagrams (9a) and (9b) respectively. By comparing

with (3 2) we can see that, while the box and crossed dia-

grams separately do not factorize, their sum does

/
J^Jf,, J^ J£t J • Correspondingly, each diagram

contributes a term « c<{V<#F) to the anomalous dimension,

but with opposite sign, so that their sum provides only

-27-

the exponentation of the lowest order term.

This property of QED is true to all orders and is cal-

led eikonalization: the sum of all crossed diagrams to a

given order factorizes, due to the eikonal identities

_L = TT (4°)

Eikonalization is closely related to the factorization

of the non relativistic soft photon emission but holds also

in the ultra relativitic limit, i.e., for inassless charged

particles. Correspondingly, the anomalous dimension has

the form(19)

with no extra powers of log N to higher orders.

A similar mechanism is at work in QCD too, but the

situation is more complicated. The parallel computation

for two gluon emission involves nontrivial color factors and

the additional diagrams (c) and (d). The result (obtained

by the soft gluon tecniques illustrated below) is remarka-

bly simple in terms of angular variables and is

P& = ($")
= J fywhere J ^ = J fy

~tr

are the emission angles off

,28-



the fast quark and Qu the relative angle. It is now

interesting to note that for #( 4C &\t 4CI «Y &l«&

the expansion (42) still factorizes, while it does not

in the opposite limit. In other words

u ^ ft) (*•>

In order to get the valence quark density one must

sum over gluon variables. Integrating over the region

(42'a) yields the exponentation of the lowest order term.

Eq (42'b), on the other hand, shows a spurious collinear

singularity at &lt,~ Q , due to the fact that we have

included only the two gluon discontinuity of diagrams

(c) and (d). The cure is known: one must add, to the same

order, the vertex corrections to the single gluon cut, as

shown in Fig. (10) . Then the integration over (i.e.

over the"gluon offshellness q ) is performed by a finite
2 (1)

g sum rule :
I

This shows how the result (38) is obtained in a rather

involved way: factorization holds only in limited region

of phase space (to be generalized below) and the rescaling

-29-

of °Cs comes from a cancellation of singular 2 gluon

correlations with virtual corrections.

Let us now come to the proof of (38) to all orders .

It is based on the following idea: soft gluon emission in

a hard scattering of a quark from momentum p to momentum

b's 6)f*b contains (i) b-*J;, * 0 singularities which give

rise to scaling violations, (ii) b •<!,; * O singularities

which are responsible for the log N contributions to ^ N

and (iii) fy -<\j singularities which are only indirectly

seen in single inclusive quatities through the argument of

ois . In the rt.» « |>'u gauge singularities of type

(i) only occur as zeros of Feynman denominators and are

simply classified and factorlzed' ^ while those of type

(ii) occur in a complicated way as gauge poles at. 4>= £-i,= O,

It is natural to think that by choosing instead the gauge

n w j>j, the role of singularities (i) and (ii) will be

exchanged and it will be easy to evaluate the large log K

behaviour.

In order to better specify the assumptions implicit

in this procedure let me start'21J from the definition

(Fig. 7)'of the valence quark density

-30-



where and V, ~

The gau^e transformation from the H gauge to the V>

gauge is simply

**[

Let me now insert (44) into (43) and use the eikonal verti-

ces in order to neglect gluon emission off the by. leg

in the \o gauge. This means that we can replace

tyM) t(̂ t<>) by the free field density matrixyelpy and per-

form part of the y integration explicity. We get

Of 9

where ip ajp-y f the trace is over color indices and 0

stands for a restricted phase space summation over gluons

(Fig. 11)

The neglected terms are free of log N singularities but

do have usual mass singularities. They are needed to repro-

duce the finite part of V *".

-31-

The result (45) shows that we have obtained the eikonal

approximation for emission from the p1 leg, embodied in the

coherent state operator (44). The next step is to treat

gluonic interactions by the usual Bethe-Salpeter method.

Since however we are in the p'-gauge, p'*q. = 0 singulari-

ties now occur from Feynman propagators, and can be clas-

sified as mass singularities. It follows that irreducible

diagrams are finite and therefore, that the leading logN

contributions to (36) are given by rainbow diagrams. Since

the latter are symmetrical in going from the |»p. -gauge

to the pp -gauge, the kineroatical argument for rescal-

ing given above applies and proves the result (38).

It should be remarked that the b- -gauge method al-

lows in principle the treatment of subleading powers of

log N. However, this gauge is unsuitable for analyzing

true mass singularities, due to the occurrence of spurious

powers of log Q?/m2 which seem to violate factorization

and disappear only in the gauge invariant sum of diagrams

of the same order. Conversely, it is clear that gauge

invariance plays an important role in the cancellation of

spurious powers of log N in the J»J» -gauge. In order

to see that, it is interesting to generalize the factori-

zation theorem given in (4 2ra) for the two gluon case.
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Consider in fact a general {n+ 1) gluon cut (Fig. 11)

with fractions of momenta X^f z,<t •- X* and try to eva-

luate soft singularities due to the insertion of the gluon

a. Since this gluon is the softest, it couples to the

others with eikonal vertices. It is then convenient to
(21)

,use a decomposition

Yennie:

similar to the one of Grammer and

where &^» )» = 0

is also orthogonal to

by definition and « - ZPy.^% ~M >

i» Singular gluon insertions are

those on external legs which, by (46), are of three types

(a) flu<|K -insertions, which can be worked out by Ward

identities and give rise to the overall factor ^L-if^^J1,

i.e., the one we are interested in; (b) d -insertions

on pairs of gluonic leg i,j, and (c) «£„ -insertions on

the i-th leg. The latter come out proportional to

ff) IL . */ & J (c)

and are then negligible provided &^ •& 9^ i.e., if

faster gluons are emitted at smaller angles.

Therefore, the factorization theorem reads as follows:

"the softest gluon emission factors out from the internal

degrees of freedom of the others, provided the latter ones

are emitted at smaller angle by the fast parton". This

-33-

result gives a rationale for the exponential form (38)

under the assumption that k^; / l*j.j =.£>^t) i n the

important region of phase space. In tact, in such case

&i /<?j = Ol*i'/Xi) so that softer gluons are emitted at

larger angles. Of course this argument does not explain

why regions with &i{&j - O(\) (e.g. (?ty = 0 ) are unim-

portant. From the 2nd order example we know that this is

due to cancellations among various cuts which are encom-

passed in the transformation to the t>. -gauge mentioned

before.

Let me now briefly mention some of the applications

of the final result (38):

Quark Sudakov form factor. The on shell e.m. form

factor of the quark (with a gluon mass Qa as infrared

cut off) is essentially the f •+ w limit of the valence

quark density. The large QJ behavior so obtained is

and therefore vanishes faster than any powers.

Drell-Yan process . The large corrections in (14)

exponentiate , including presumably the u2 coming

from the analytic continuation of P(Q*) in (47) to time-

like n . Since however the analytic properties of

D^fQ1) need not be the same as the ones of F(QX) to

all orders in o(s ^ this is not yet a firm conclusion.

If true, it would give a reasonable explanation for the

factor of 2-^3 needed to reconcile the parton model pre-



dictions to the data.

x-Independence of Previous paranetrizations to

-value increasing forscaling violations gave a

X. -* HL . This effect is qualitatively incorporated by

the rescaling Q •* G? (r-f) so that the resulting value of
(22)

.A- is nearly constant , Such rescalir.g is also im-

portant for

Weinberg type1

Structure function of the photon. This process, mea-

sured by isolating the two photon contributions to e e

annihilation is interesting because the photon inter-

acts in a known way with quarks. Due to the pointlike

nature of the qq vertex, scaling violations art; checked

through the x-dependence, rather than the Q! dependence.

In fact from Fig. (12) and Eq. (-27)

evaluating je—cross sections of Sterman-
(23)

p.-Form factors. They arise e.g. in the Drell-

Yan process for fixed Pĵ  of the |j-pair and in back to

back correlations in e+e annihilation. Double logs come

in for A1 << pf « Q2 due to an Incomplete compensation

of real emission and virtual corrections. The problem

here can be stated in terms of an effective anomalous di-

mension as in (36a), with log Q2/pf replacing logN .
(25)

A resumming formula was guessed by several authors and

has been recently proved by Collins and Soper

authors claim that they can treat subleading logs in y

as well. Phenomenological applications to jet physics
f 281

are quite encouraging

These
eff

- i

where M
(o)
K

is related to the moments of and the

QCD effect is in the denominator. The extra logK de-

pendence of the numerator, coming from the rescaling

(l-i) has been checked with the data with someG? -»
success

-35-
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4. The multiplicity problem.

The multiplicity question, raised by Eq. (36b) is

whether the non singlet anomalous dimension has any meaning

at all for N=1, and therefore whether the Q2 dependence

of the e -e_ multiplicity can be really predicted in QCD.

There are several aspects to be examined. First, phase

space is expected to play an important role because the mul-

tiplicity of (massive) gluons must after all be finite: in

fact, we shall argue that the anomalous dimension itself is

modified and becomes finite for N+1. Secondly, higher

order irreducible diagrams can (and in this case do) contri-

bute to leading'order in a /(N-1)2 to Eq. (36b) and their

contribution must be computed. Finally, the very fact that

S
y . may be infinite raises the question of whether hadron-

ic matrix element and universal coefficient function really

factorize in this limit. In other words: has partonic mul-

tiplicity anything to do with the hadronic one?

I will try to answer the last question first (even if

not rigorously) because it gives some insight in the whole

matter. Light-cone (or mass singularity) factorization re-

lies on isolating two particle irreducible diagrams in

-37-

hadron-photon scattering (Fig. 13). The QJ dependence

arises from the QCD amplitude M, where partons degrade in

mass from |k3 | <_ Q1 (following the photon interaction) to

1*0 I ̂. Qo (leading to hadron formation). Let us again

emphasize the difference between spacelike and timelike Q2

lO2 I
for x+ 0. For DIS x = -*--•' + 0 is related to the Regge

2pQ

region, k and k0 are spacelike, and a lot of energy can

go in the process k 0+ p •+ I even for jk2| = Q2. There-

fore the physics of the Regge region is not necessarily re-

lated to M and to perturbative QCD. For e e annihi-

lation, on the other hand, k2 > k2 > Qj is a timelike se-

quence, and the k0 decay cannot modify the Q2 dependence

of the multiplicity, provided <k2? = . Qjj.

The crucial assumption <k2> =• Qj means that high

order irreducible diagrams are not very important, or else

that there are no final state interactions among partons

whose invariant mass is of order Q2. Since color must be

neutralized in QCD, this assumption implies the other that

color screening is short range, i.e., that large colorless.

clusters like to fragment into ones whose average mass is

finite (i.e., Q2-independent).
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The last statement (that color screening is local) has

been checked ' in the leading log approximation and

(29)
embodied in the proposal of preconfinement . In fact,

the LLA diagrams in a physical gauge are just dressed tree

diagrams (Fig. 14) for which it is easy to identify a set

of minimal colorless clusters C , such that no qq pair

is emitted along the color line connecting q to q..

The average mass of such clusters is then shown to be of

order Qo (the cut-off gluonic mass), i.e. Q2-independ-

ent. Finally, if such clusters do not reinteract strongly,

the hadronic multiplicity must have the form

where n is a Q2-independent factor describing the
c •+ h >

decay of such clusters into hadrons of typical mass m.

It remains to analyze the behavior of n (Q,Q0) which

is, by definition, related to the sea quark multiplicity,

and turns out to be proportional to the gluon multiplicity.

S

Let me first argue that phase space limitations make y

finite in the N •+• 1 limit. I will consider (for simpli-

city) pure QCD, i.e. a gluon jet, and I will assume a tree

diagram evolution, which corresponds to dressed ladder

-39-

diagrams for the gluon density. (See next, for the general

case.)

Since the QCD jet is defined by integrating over the

parent parton mass k1 up to Q2, the basic branching

process in Fig. (15) reads

where the main point is that k2 (k|) is now integrated

up to z Q2 ((1-z)Q2) because

The soft singularity is present because

C ~ ——P(Z) * f (41'/

but the anomalous dimension is no longer infinite. In

fact, seeking a solution DN ^ (Q
2) to (49) yields the

equation

where the factor z ", due to the rescaling Q2 •• zQ2,

gives a nonlinear feedback term such that

Ao-
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Several comments are in order. First the leading

/(N-1)* result (51) can be improved by the renormaliza-

tion group. By standard arguments we get
'

Therefore, n (Q,Q0) is still factorized in the Q and

Qo dependence as for any (finite) anomalous dimension va-

nishing for a +0. The typical exp(/logQ2) behavior

(more rapid than any power of logO2', but less than a

power of Q2) is due to the /a singularity of y .

This type of singularity is in turn expected for any

finite N=1 limit. In fact by (36b) the form of yS =
a

= (N-1) g ( fM_ 2 calls for a square root behavior if

the K=1 limit is to be finite.

On the other hand it appears that (51'b) disagrees

with (36b) to second order by a factor of 2, so that Eq.

(49) cannot be the whole truth. The kernel h(a ,z,C)

for higher order irreducible diagrams will depend not only

on the fraction of momenta z but also on the fraction

£ = kj/kz of partonic masses, so that Eq.(51) should be

replaced by

J (*»

It is still an open problem to obtain general rigorous re-

sults on the joint C and z dependence of" h to any

order in Ci(. . The second order result suggests however

that £ ~(z) "" 2
eff

and (51') by

In fact, this would replace £gs.(51)

W-l U)

which has the correct perturbative behavior.

Mueller has checked the guess C „ ^ z2 for a
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class of third order diagrams and has therefore proposed

that the asymptotic exponent in (52) should be modified by

a factor 1//2 with respect to the result of Ref.(6).

The ensuing coefficient of AogQ2/A2 is ^ 1.7 instead of

2.4, while the experimental fit - if low energy PETRA data

(23)
are to be taken seriously - gives a value of about 2.

A different way of stating that the region z2 < x,< z

is not effective fn (53) is obtained by using angular var-

iables B'2,62 {Fig. 15). The kinematically allowed region

OS < k'2 < zk2 then reads -fhrz < 9 ' 2 < *- . Mueller

points out that up to 3rd order direct and crossed diagrams

carcel in regions like 8* < &'x < 6*/* so that only ladder diagrams

| < e l J
survive in the ordered angular regions 7SQz < &'' <

< ...< 1. In our language this would justify the use of

z, „ = z2 and therefore of (54).
err

The natural question is: is there a generalization

of Mueller's argument to all orders? The factorization

theorem for many gluon emission of Sec. 3 provides a par-

tial answer. It says that the softest gluon emission pro-

bability factorizes in the region where the others are e-

mitted at smaller angles, i.e.,

But note that now we are computing the x•+ 0 gluon

density and therefore we are Looking at the softest gluon

and integrating over the other variables without restrict-

ions. It means that we get, in front of the {x292)

factor the total cross section for emission at angles

8., < 9, which does not contain collinear or soft singula-

rities. Due to factorization, we have lost, to order

a , n powers of (logx) 2: in other words the phase

space region 9 >> 9.. is very much subleasing.

This is not the end of the story, though. In order

to conclude that only the ordered region 601 < 6i 2
K ... <1

survives, we must show that if any two of the faster gluons

are emitted with a small relative angle ( 9 1 1 « Bj, , say),

then at least one collinear singularity is not seen. A

preliminary analysis shows that this is in fact the

case and that therefore the final picture is; ladder dia-

grams with angles ordered as momenta.

In a sense, this tentative conclusion is not very

intuitive, because it depresses large angle emission of

very soft gluons: in other words, the events should be

more jetlike than one would think on the basis of the
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phase space allowed for a branching process. On the other

hand, most of the basic predictions are left unchanged, in-

cluding the main factorization property

which compares quark to gluon jets and quark sea to gluon

yields. Moreover, some surprise could come out in trying

to extend the above picture to correlations: in fact the

amount of cancellations is expected to decrease by fixing

more variables and a more detailed soft gluon technique is

presumably needed.

What I hope to have shown here is that a careful ana-

lysis of higher orders in a yields remarkably simple
s

results for parton densities even in the dangerous regions

x-*- 0, 1 . Most of the large corrections come from some

kinematical constraints on the basic ladder process. This

should encourage people to perform (cum grano salis) de-

tailed calculations even in the soft region (where most

of the events lie} in view of the LEP machine, which is

likely to put the ideas discussed here to a more stringent

test.
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Fig.1 Three-gluon and four-gluon couplings.

Fig.2 Vacuum polarization diagram in QED.

Fig.3 Second order renormalization of the static po-

tential in the Coulomb gauge. Dashed (wavy)

lines denote scalar (transverse) gluons.

Fig.4 Deep inelastic scattering kinematics.

Fig. 5 Light-cone expansion diagrams for A<(iJ. theory.

Fig.6 Vertex renormalizations of twist 2 operators in

QCD.

Fig.7 Definition of parton densities in the light-cone

gauge n i> p1 .

Fig.8 The ladder's kernel and kinematics.

Fig.9 Two gluon emission diagrams to order a2. Only
s

diagrams (a) and (b) contribute- in the photon

case.

Fig.10 Various cuts contributing to the running coupl-

ing constant.

Fig.11 Computing the valence parton density in (a) the

p'-gauge (b) the p -gauge.

Fig.12 The photon structure function in QCD.

Fig.13 DIS structure function, with emphasis on the

two-body irreducible parts (I , I ) and the
Y h

partonic amplitude M in QCD.
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